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Abstract

Treating the tetraquark as a composite system of diquark-antidiquark, the effective masses of diquarks 
have been estimated in the Composite Fermion (CF) quasiparticle model. Hence, the masses of the exotic 
tetraquark states such as Tcc, Zc, X, Y, f0 etc. have been explored in the framework of the Composite 
Fermion (CF) approach and the computed results compare favourably with the experimental data. Moreover, 
the form factors of these exotic tetraquarks have been investigated for the momentum transfers, Q2 in the 
range of 0.01 < Q2 < 1.0 GeV2. The form factors are found to decrease sharply with the increase of Q2

in the range of 0.01 < Q2 < 0.1 GeV2 which indicates the scaling violation with the gluon contribution to 
the form factor and the structure function. However, the form factors show gradual decrease with a small 
scaling violation in the range of 0.1 < Q2 < 1.0 GeV2.
© 2022 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

One of the most challenging area is the understanding of the exotic hadron spectroscopy, 
structure and dynamics in the frame work of QCD and beyond. In recent years, a number of mul-
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tiquark states have been discovered in high energy experiments which cannot be described by 
usual baryon (qqq) or meson (qq̄) configurations. Since the discovery of X(3872) by Belle 
group [1], a number of tetraquark states have been reported like Y(3940) [2], Y(4140) [3], 
Z+(3940) [4], Z+

c (4200) [5] which are charmonium like states and Zb(10610), Zb(10650) [6]
which are bottomonium like states. Recently, LHCb [7] has reported an observation of tetraquark 
structure X(6900), while studying the mass spectrum of J/� pairs using the proton-proton col-
lision data at the centre of mass energies of 

√
S = 7.8 and 13 TeV. LHCb [8] has announced the 

discovery of three additional tetraquark candidates X(4274), X(4500) and X(4700). A number 
of models and approaches have been proposed by different authors to study the tetraqurk states. 
Jaffe [9] has studied the spectra and dominant decay couplings of multiquark hadrons Q2Q̄2 in 
the framework of quark bag model. The tetraquark state T4c was first proposed by Iwasaki [10]
after the discovery of J/� meson. Debastiani et al. [11] have studied the tetraquark masses both 
in diquark-antidiquark approach and meson molecule. Chen et al. [12] have investigated doubly 
hidden charm and bottom masses in diquark-antidiquark configuration for different JPC states 
and have observed that the masses are higher than the observed spontaneous dissociation thresh-
old of two charmonium mesons while performing the QCD sum rules. Wang et al. [13] have 
studied the mass spectra of s-wave fully heavy tetraquark states in diquark-antidiquark picture 
in non-relativistic quark model with one gluon exchange Coulomb linear confinement type po-
tential and hyperfine interaction between the diquark and antidiquark. Doubly heavy tetraquark 
masses have been investigated by a number of authors [14–18] in the context of the constituent 
quark models and QCD sum rules. Chakrabarti et al. [19] studied the multiquark states with 
di-hadronic states which also reproduced the masses within the experimental predictions.

The idea of the electromagnetic form factor comes from the extended structure of hadrons 
and deviation from the point particle behaviour which also gives the idea of charge distribution 
of the system. Regarding tetraquarks, the extraordinary properties of the first discovered exotic 
state X(3872) [1], such as isospin violation [20] and radiative decays [21,22] still make its struc-
ture unsolved. The structures of these multiquark states need a detailed study. Information about 
the structure of hadrons is obtained from the phenomenological experiments on electron hadron 
elastic scattering and electron-positron annihilation to hadron-antihadron pairs. The electromag-
netic form factor as a function of momentum transfer gives us a complete description of the 
structure. The study of the properties like moments, hadronic amplitude, form factors are crucial 
for understanding the hadron properties and it’s resonances. The large contribution of magnetic 
moment of proton, anomalous magnetic moment of proton and anomalous magnetic moment of 
the neutral particle neutron demand the extended structure. It is noteworthy to mention a few 
works of the authors [23–25] on the electromagnetic form factors of hadrons. The study of the 
form factors with the momentum transfer gives us the idea of gluon contribution to the system 
and scaling violation. Discovery of approximate scaling in deep inelastic scattering indicates the 
parton distribution and corresponding model of hadrons. Faustov et al. [26] have made a review 
on the heavy tetraquark states in relativistic quark model. They have studied the interanl struc-
ture of the tetraquarks by calculating the form factor of diquark-gluon interaction. Agaev et al. 
[27] have studied doubly heavy axial vector tetraquarks decay using QCD sum rules. They have 
extracted the weak form factors of these exotics from semileptonic and partial decay width rate 
from three point QCD sumrule. Gerasyuta et al. [28] have calculated the electromagnetic form 
factor of multiquark states with N quarks based from transition from Feynman amplitude to the 
dispersion integration over the masses of composite particles. Doubly heavy tetraquarks have 
been thoroughly investigated by a number of workers such as Lu et al. [29], Mutuk [30], Qin 
et al. [31], Francis et al. [32]. Excellent reviews on tetraquark states have been done by Lucha 
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et al. [33], Olsen et al. [34], Guo et al. [35], Chen et al. [36]. The dynamics of fully or partly heavy 
tetraquarks are under extensive study. More experimental observations are needed to understand 
the structure and the spectra of these tetraquarks.

In the present work we have estimated the masses of the tetraquark states in the Composite 
Fermion approach. Using the diquark masses, the masses of the exotic tetraquark states such as 
Tcc, Zc , X, Y, f0 etc. have been calculated. We have also investigated in detail the form factors 
of these tetraquark states for momentum transfers Q2 in the range of 0 < Q2 < 0.1 GeV2 and 
0.1 < Q2 < 1.0 GeV2 separately. Variations have been shown in the graphs and studied in detail. 
Results have been compared with the other theoretical and experimental values.

2. Formulation

2.1. Estimation of the tetraquark mass in the diquark-antidiquark configuration

We have suggested a Composite Fermion model for the diquark in an analogy with the Com-
posite Fermion (CF) picture in the usual Quantum Hall effect. Diquark behaves like a Composite 
Fermion in the presence of the chromo-magnetic behaviour of QCD vacuum. The effective mass 
of the Composite Fermion can be determined in a gauge invariant way and the leading contri-
bution comes in the limit �

pF
, where � is cut off parameter and pF is the Fermi momentum of 

the Composite Fermion. The effective mass of the diquark as CF can be computed in a gauge 
invariant way. It is to be mentioned that Chari et al. [37] proposed an effective mass of quasi-
particle in a gauge invariant way and expressed it in terms of response function of the system in 
analogy with Landau’s picture of quasiparticle of Fermi liquid. Starting from the Hamiltonian of 
a Composite Fermion with a momentum cut-off �, the expression for the quasi particle mass in 
gauge invariant system can be expressed as (with potential V=0):

1

m∗ = 1

m
(1 + �4

2p4
F

) (1)

where m∗ is the effective mass of the CF, m is the constituent mass, pF is the Fermi momentum 
of the CF and � is cut off parameter. The CF picture has been applied in computing the diquark 
mass. The effective mass of the diquark now can be expressed as following (1),

1

m∗
D

= 1

(mq + mq ′)
(1 + �4

2p4
F

) (2)

The Fermi momentum of mesons of different flavours of diquark have been computed using 
the work of Bhattacharya et al. [38,39], where a relation between the Fermi momentum and the 
radius of the corresponding meson has been derived. We have estimated the Fermi momentum of 
diquarks of different flavours with the input of diquark radius from the existing literature [40–44]
and computed the masses of diquarks using relation (2). With mu = md = 0.360 GeV, ms = 0.540 
GeV, mc = 1.71 GeV, mb = 5.05 GeV [45], � = 0.573 GeV for light sector [46] and 0.6533 GeV 
for heavy sectors [47], we have estimated the masses of scalar and vector diquarks of different 
flavours which have been displayed in Table 1. It is to be noted that the effective mass of the 
diquark may be less than the combined mass of the constituent quarks, since it has been treated 
as CF in the presence of chromo-magnetic behaviour of QCD vacuum. The surrounding field is 
responsible for the mass coagulation.
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We have assumed that the mass of the antidiquark can be estimated using the same formalism 
as the diquark. It may be mentioned that when a collective excitation occurs in a complicated mi-
croscopic system, the formulation is equally applicable for the antidiquarks also. The diquark and 
the antidiquark masses of same flavour possess the same effective mass in the current approach.

The mass formula for the tetraquark state in the relevant diquark-antidiquark configuration is 
simply additive with binding energy and spin interaction between them which runs as,

M = mD + mD′ + EBE + ES (3)

where mD and mD′ are the effective masses of diquark and antidiquark respectively, EBE is the 
binding energy of the diquarks and ES is the spin term. The binding energy of the diquarks can 
be expressed in the form of potential as,

EBE =< �(r12)|V (r)|�(r12) > (4)

where �(r12) is the wavefunction of the tetraquark state and r12 is the radius parameter of the 
tetraquark. V (r) is assumed to be of linear type of potential between diquark and antidiquark 
which is stated as,

V (r) = ar (5)

To estimate EBE , we have used the wave function for the ground state of the tetraquark from the 
Statistical Model [38],

|�(r12)|2 = 315

64π
(r12)

−9/2(r12 − r)3/2�(r12 − r) (6)

where �(r12 −r) is the usual step function and r12 = r1 +r2, r1 and r2 representing the individual 
radius of diquark and antidiquark respectively. The spin term is expressed as,

ES = 8

9

αS

mDmD′
S1.S2|�(0)|2 (7)

where S1.S2 is the spin interaction of the corresponding states. The spin components have been 
taken into account through the combinations of scalar and vector diquark-antidiquark. With the 
values of a = 0.07 GeV2, αs = 0.2 [48], the ground state masses of the exotic tetraquark states 
for different combinations of scalar and vector diquark-antidiquark have been estimated using 
the relation (3) and are reported in the Table 2. The computed masses have also been compared 
with the corresponding experimental values [3,7,49–53].

2.2. Estimation of the form factors of the tetraquarks

To study the structure of the tetraquarks, we would like to investigate their electromagnetic 
form factors in detail which describes the spatial distribution of charges within the hadron. The 
expression of the form factor can be written as:

F(Q2) =
∫

|�(r)|2ei.Q.r .dr (8)

Q being the momentum transfer and r the radius vector with the origin at the center of the 
scattering system. In estimating the form factor of the tetraquark state we have used the wave 
function for hadrons derived in the context of Statistical Model [38,39]. The wavefunction is 
described as:
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Table 1
Diquark masses computed in CF model.

Diquark Content Scalar Diquak Vector Diquark
[qq] Mass in GeV Mass in GeV

[ud] 0.4848 0.5957
[us] 0.4287 0.5913
[uc] 0.9158 1.4052
[sc] 1.0363 1.6958
[ub] 3.568 4.0775
[sb] 4.0244 4.5258
[cc] 3.124 3.1531
[bc] 6.4575 6.4599
[bb] 9.9712 9.9811

Table 2
Ground state Tetraquark masses in GeV computed for different combinations of scalar and 
vector diquark-antidiquark.

Tetraquark Computed Mass Expt. Mass
in GeV in GeV
(Quark Content)

[qq]0[q̄q]0 [qq]0[q̄q]1 [qq]1[q̄q]0 [qq]1[q̄q]1
f0[ud][ūd] 1.3439 1.4205 1.4205 1.4985 1.370 [53]
K[ud][ūs] 1.3322 1.4554 1.4087 1.5329 1.460 [53]
D[cd][d̄s] 1.7861 1.9093 2.2298 2.3535 2.633 [51]
Tcc[ud][c̄c] 3.9059 3.9320 3.9825 4.0090 3.875 [52]
Zs [uc][s̄c] 2.3685 2.9710 2.8122 3.4156 4.003 [50]
Zc[cd][c̄u] 2.2518 2.6956 2.6956 3.1395 3.900 [49]
Y[cs][c̄s] 2.4852 3.0883 3.0883 3.6917 4.143 [3]
Xc[cc][c̄c] 6.4680 6.4914 6.4914 6.5204 6.905 [7]

|�(r)|2 = (
8

π2r6
12

)(r2
12 − r2)3/2θ(r12 − r) (9)

corresponding to the harmonic type of background potential acting between the diquark and the 
antidiquark. θ(r12 − r) is the usual step function. With the input of the wavefunction in (8), the 
expression for the form factor is obtained as:

F(Q2) = 48(Qr12)
−3J3(Qr12) (10)

where J3(Qr12) is the Bessel function of the first kind. The radii of the scalar and vector diquarks 
depending on their spins have been given input from the existing literature [40–44]. Scalar [qq]0
and vector [qq]1 diquarks are designated as spin 0 and spin 1 constitutions respectively.

We have estimated the form factors F(Q2) of different tetraquark states comprising scalar 
and vector diquark-antidiquark for different values of Q2 in the range of 0 < Q2 < 0.1 GeV2

and 0.1 < Q2 < 1.0 GeV2 separately. The variations of F(Q2) with Q2 for different tetraquarks 
such as T +

cc [ccūd], Z−
c [cdc̄u], Z+

cs[cuc̄s], K[udūs], f0[udūd], D+[cdd̄s], Y [csc̄s], X[ccc̄c]
have been studied in detail and have been displayed in Fig. 1(a), 1(b), 2(a) and 2(b). Fig. 1(a) and 
1(b) display the variations of the tetraquarks constituting of scalar diquarks in the two ranges of 
Q2 respectively and Fig. 2(a) and 2(b) display the variations of the tetraquarks constituting of 
vector diquarks in the two ranges of Q2 respectively.
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Fig. 1. (a) Variation of the Form factor with Q2 in the range 0.01 < Q2 < 0.1 GeV2 for the tetraquarks with scalar 
diquarks. (b) Variation of the Form factor with Q2 in the range 0.1 < Q2 < 1.0 GeV2 for the tetraquarks with scalar 
diquarks.

3. Conclusion

In the present work we have estimated the masses of the exotic tetraquarks such as T +
cc [ccūd], 

Z−
c [cdc̄u], Z+

s [cuc̄s], K[udūs], f0[udūd], D+[cdd̄s], Y [csc̄s], X[ccc̄c] in the concept of 
Composite Fermion quasiparticle approach and also studied their form factors in detail. Com-
paring our computed masses with the experimental data in the Table 2, we have found that the 
masses of spin 0 configuration of f0[ud][ūd], T +

cc [ccūd] are close to the experimental values 
whereas masses of spin 2 configuration of D+[cdd̄s], Z−

c [cdc̄u], Z+
s [cuc̄s], Y [csc̄s], X[ccc̄c]

are in favourable agreement with the experimental values. It can be stated that the vector-vector 
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Fig. 2. (a) Variation of the Form factor with Q2 in the range 0.01 < Q2 < 0.1 GeV2 for the tetraquarks with vector 
diquarks. (b) Variation of the Form factor with Q2 in the range 0.1 < Q2 < 1.0 GeV2 for the tetraquarks with vector 
diquarks.

diquark-antidiquark combinations are most preferable. Other tetraquark masses are found to be 
within the limits of the experimental data. However, it may be stated that we have found the 
mass splittings of scalar and vector combinations of Zs , Zc and Y states quite large and have 
estimated these deviations as 26% 22% 29% for Zs , Zc and Y particles respectively. It can be 
explained that the exotic tetraquark systems have complicated structure where the diquarks have 
been described as composite fermions. The formulation depends on the spatial extension which 
largely manifests the interaction of the system.

The current investigation shows that the quasiparticle CF picture of diquarks reproduces the 
tetraquark masses quite well. However, we have obtained the mass of [us] diquark smaller than 
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the [ud] diquark mass. It may be mentioned that the uncertain parameters used in our model are 
the interaction parameter and the radii of different diquarks taken from current literature. The ex-
act value of radius parameter is not known. This may insert some uncertainty in the diquark mass 
and attributed as the size effect or spatial extension of diquark. Size of the particles has important 
effect on dynamics. However, it may be noted that the computed masses of the corresponding 
tetraquarks containing [us] diquarks agree more or less well with the experimental values. We 
have estimated the percentage variation of tetraquark masses due to small variation of the radius 
parameter. It has been found that for a variation of ±0.2 GeV−1 in radius, the percentage error in 
the tetraquark masses varies from 2.17% to 2.36%. Moreover, the mass gaps between the vector 
and the scalar diquarks for the light-light and heavy-heavy systems are found relatively small, 
while for the heavy-light systems are large. This can be explained as the input of � = 0.573 GeV 
[46] for light systems and � = 0.6533 GeV [47] for heavy systems describe the diquark systems 
well, whereas the heavy-light combined systems are not so well described.

The form factor variations have been displayed in the Figs. 1(a), 1(b) and 2(a) and 2(b). 
Fig. 1(a) and Fig. 2(a) display the variations of F(Q2) with Q2 in the range of 0.01 < Q2 < 0.1
GeV2 for the scalar ([qq]0[q̄q̄]0) and vector ([qq]1[q̄q̄]0)/([qq]0[q̄q̄]1)/ ([qq]1[q̄q̄]1) tetraquark 
states respectively. The form factors are found to be falling sharply in the range indicating a clear 
violation of scaling at lower values of momentum transfers. The effect may be attributed to the 
interaction of quarks by the exchange of gluons. Fig. 1(b) and Fig. 2(b) represent the variations of 
the form factors for the momentum transfers in the range of 0.1 < Q2 < 1.0 GeV2 for the scalar 
and vector tetraquark states respectively. The form factors show a fast decrease in the range 
of 0.1 < Q2 < 1.0 GeV2. It is interesting to note that the Fig. 1(b) and Fig. 2(b) in the range 
0.1 < Q2 < 1.0 GeV2 show F(x) ∼ 1/x2 behaviour. According to the constituent counting rule, 
electromagnetic form factor ∼ s2−N where s is Manderstam variable and N is the number of 
constituent quarks. For the tetraquark state with N = 4, our results seem to obey the counting 
rule in the range 0.1 < Q2 < 0.1 GeV2. It is suggested that the larger the number of constituents, 
smaller is the chance that the whole system recoils along with the struck constituent. Hence the 
elastic form factor dies faster with Q2 as N becomes larger and larger [54,55]. At high energy, 
the cross section at large scattering angle of a hard exclusive process falls off as a power of 
the Manderstam variable s. Recently Guo et al. [56] have studied the constituent counting rule in 
exotic hadrons and observed that for exotic hadrons, in the productions of the X(3872) and others 
in hard exclusive processes, the results may not be obtained from the naive constituent counting 
rule. Form factor behaviour in the Fig. 1(b) and Fig. 2(b) show an indication of independence of 
the momentum transfers in the range beyond Q2 > 1 GeV2 which may be related to the scaling 
behaviour. Scaling strongly suggests that experimentally observed strongly interacting particles 
(hadrons) behave as collections of point-like constituents when probed at high energies. At high 
energy with improved resolution scale, scaling implies independence of the absolute resolution 
of the scale and effectively a point like substructure. At large energies and momentum transfers, 
the cross section depends on one variable only as the photon ceases to scatter coherently off the 
hadron but solely sees the individual as point-like partons.

The Composite Fermion model describing the exotic tetraquark states is found to be not far 
from reality. We have used the linear type of confinement potential acting between the diquark 
and the antidiquark. The kinetic energy or total energy related to the angular momentum or orbital 
motion of them is not considered in the current investigation. Coulomb potential between diquark 
and anti-diquark expresses the asymptotic nature of the strong interactions at short distances. It 
plays a feeble role at this scale (fm). However, we will investigate the diquark-antidiquark sys-
tem with Coulomb potential and other kind of potentials in our future works to take into account 
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the relevant contributions. The current investigation specially yields good results for the heavy 
tetraquark systems. But the mass splittings of Zs , Zc and Y states are found to be comparatively 
large. The study of the properties like form factors is very important at this conjecture to reveal 
the internal structure and dynamics of the systems. In the current investigation it is observed 
that the newly discovered exotic hadrons show a scaling violation in the low momentum trans-
fers. Only future experiments on these aspects would enlighten us to realize the structure and 
dynamics of these exotic states.
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